
The Ladies’ G-Size Pocket Watch 
of E. Howard & Co.
By Alan Myers (IRE) 

T he firm of E. Howard & 
Co. manufactured watch 
movements from 1858. These 

were fitted into cases produced by 
independent case makers. Prior to 
about 1870,1 pocket watches were 
aimed almost exclusively at the male 
market. E. Howard & Co. produced 
watches of the highest quality that 
targeted executives, entrepreneurs, 
and other men of wealth as their 
clientele. Only ladies with private 
wealth or rich husbands would 
have had the opportunity to own a 
Howard watch. For the most part, 
ladies of the time regarded a pocket 
watch as jewelry to be worn around 
the neck and admired. The watches 
were housed in gold hunter cases, 
frequently with an impressive, 
ornate decoration (Figure 1). High-
grade watches were not generally 
available in ladies’ sizes. A G-size 
pocket watch No. 100343, in 14-kt. 
gold, with a multicolor, enameled 
picture of a bird on the front cover 
and a butterfly on the reverse lid 
was purchased by Edward Howard 
for one of his three wives on July 
1, 1875 (Figure 2). The dust cover 
is inscribed “Lizzie from Edward 
December 20th 1877”. 

The first serially produced 
movement in a ladies’ size was 
the Model 1874 G-size, also called 
a Series VI by many collectors, 
although a small run of 100 
movements in size 10 (I-size) 
had been made in 1863. The G-size is an approximate 
Lancashire gauge size 6 movement, equivalent to a 
European 15 ligne and was the smallest watch made in 
America at that time.2 Around 4,6503 of these watches 
were marketed. Unlike other E. Howard movements of 
the time that had Howard’s patented steel mainspring 
safety barrel, the G-size is provided with a going barrel 
(Figure 3E). It is the only E. Howard model to have 
a going barrel, apart from an experimental L-size 

movement of which only one example is known, signed 
“Eustis” and produced sometime between 1877 and 
1881. The manufacture of the 1874 G-size movement 
commenced in 1873, and the first movement was finished 
for sale in January 1874. It was allocated the serial 
number 100,001 (Figure 4). These ladies’ movements 
were made available to customers with an option of 
key-wind/key-set or stem-wind/lever-set configurations. 
The first 200 movements—100,001 to 100,200—may 

Figure 1. Some finely crafted gold cases containing ladies’ stem-wind G-size Howard 
movements. REPRODUCED BY PERMISSION OF HERITAGE AUCTIONS, HA.COM. 
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have been intended to be key-wind 
(although many of these were not 
finished for sale). From 100,201 
onwards, the pillar plate was milled 
for the inclusion of the hand-setting 
mechanism and these were finished 
as stem-wind/lever-set.

The first key-wind movements were 
finished on January 14, 1874, while 
the first stem-wind movements were 
finished on May 1, 1874. Plates, 
bridges, and cocks would have been 
cut, milled, and drilled in a short 
space of time. Motion parts such 
as wheels, pinions, balance wheels, 
levers, and so on, were also made 
in large runs once the machinery 
had been set up and calibrated. 
The bulk of the time expended in 
producing a movement for sale 
was therefore invested in the final 
assembly, finishing, springing, and 
timing. Since raw movements (called 
frames in England and ébouches in 
Switzerland) would have been stored 
until needed for finishing, the length 
of time between manufacture of 
raw parts and the sale of a finished 
movement could be quite long. 
The last key-wind movement was 
not finished for sale until October 
1876.4 When examining the detailed 
Howard records that show the start 
dates and end dates of serial runs, 
it must be remembered that these 
are the first and last dates when 
movements were finished for sale, 
not the dates when the movements 
were manufactured. 

Finished Howard watches are listed 
in the Howard factory records in 
10s or multiples of 10, because 
Howard raw movements were 
stored in boxes of 10 (Figure 5). Raw 
movements were taken from storage 
for finishing according to customer 
demand. Recorded start and end 
dates in the Howard records refer 
to the times when the first and last 
movements were taken from boxes 
to be finished. For example, 10,081–
10,090 is a box of 10 raw movements 
of which the first was finished on 
October 15, 1875, and the last was 
finished eight months later on June 

Figure 2. A G-size watch No. 100343 given by Edward Howard to his wife, Lizzie, for 
Christmas in 1877. This watch was in the collection of the late Richard Flaute. The image is 
from “A Guide to Cases for E. Howard & Company Watches,” by Clint Geller, NAWCC Bulletin 
37, no. 295 (April 1995): 166.

Figure 3. E. Howard ladies’ G-size stem-wind movement No. 103638: A. pillar plate; B. main 
bridge; C. balance cock; D. compensated balance; E. going barrel. AUTHOR’S PHOTOS.
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10, 1876. Boxes were not necessarily taken from storage 
in strict chronological order. So, for example, the box 
containing the raw movements with the serial numbers 
101,281–101,1290 was taken for finishing on July 15, 
1882, but a box of raw movements with higher serial 
numbers 101,301–101,310 had been taken for finishing 
nine months earlier on October 10, 1881. 

During the second period of production of this movement 
from around 1877, Howard experimented with banking off 
the sides of the pallet bridge. Because this method required 
labor-intensive, precise adjustment of the bridge, it was 
not widely used in the watch industry at the time. It was 
suitable only for the high-end luxury manufacture and the 
limited mechanized methods practiced by Howard. 

The G-size Howard movement was offered in three 
grades (Figure 6), although it should be noted that these 
grades were not introduced until 1884, 10 years after the 
introduction of the Model 1874. Grade 1 had a straight 
regulator lying along the balance cock. Grade 2 had the 
addition of a whiplash regulator (Figure 3C) that had 
been invented by George Reed and patented by him on 
February 5, 1867. Grade 4 (Table 1) was made of nickel. 
According to a Howard advertising leaflet, the key-wind 
type was made in all three grades; however, no nickel 
key-wind movements are known and they probably were 
never made. Within these three grades several other 
definable grades can be discerned (see Geller5 for details).

When the ladies’ G-size was first offered for sale in 1874, 
the Grade 2 key wind (probably the only key-wind grade 
supplied) was sold at $70. By the end of the century the 
three stem-wind grades were marketed at around $85, 
$90, and $110, respectively.6 There were additional costs 
associated with adjustments for temperature ($14–$15) 
and temperature and position ($28–30), although only 
four existing examples are known that were fully adjusted 
(heat and cold and positions) and a further four that were 
adjusted to “Heat and Cold” only.

The G-size movement underwent a number of changes 
during the 22 years of its production. Two distinctively 

Figure 4. The first G-size watch manufactured, No. 100001.  
PHOTO BY R. TYULTY JR.

Figure 5. Wooden workbox used in the Howard factory for storing 
10 rough movements before finishing. This example is being used for 
early 20th-century movements. AUTHOR’S PHOTO.

Figure 6. E. Howard ladies’ G-size stem-wind movements: A. Grade 
1; B. Grade 2; C. Grade 4. AUTHOR’S PHOTOS.

Table 1. Nickel-finished Howard 1874 (G-size, Grade 4).

Serial range Number sold

101201 – 101270 70

101281 – 101300 20

101501 – 101600 100

102001 – 102200 200

102701 – 102900 200

103101 – 103300 200

103810 – 104000 200

104401 – 105000 600
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Figure 7. E. Howard ladies’ G-size key-wind movement, Type 1A. 
Top: bridge side No. 100006; Bottom: under-dial view of pillar plate 
No. 100024. AUTHOR’S PHOTOS.

Figure 8. E. Howard ladies’ G-size stem-wind movements, Type 1B. 
Top: No. 100206; Bottom: No. 100571. AUTHOR’S PHOTOS.

Table 2. Features of E. Howard 1874 (G-size) ladies’ movements.

Serial
Date 

(approx.)
Setting 
method

Hairspring 
stud Plates

Pallet 
bridge

B arbor 
plate

C arbor 
plate

Dial 
screws

EW 4W 
jewels Whiplash

Dial plate 
(potance)

Type 1

Type 1A 1874 KW on bridge thin crescent present square rear spun-in counterclockwise present

Type 1B 1874-7 SW Bar* on bridge thin crescent present square rear spun-in counterclockwise present

Type 2

Type 2A 1878-80 SW triangle on bridge thick yoke present square rear screwed clockwise** absent

Type 2B 1879–81 SW triangle on bridge thick yoke present round sides screwed clockwise absent

Type 2C 1880–88 SW triangle on bridge thick yoke none round sides screwed clockwise absent

Type 2D 1888-95 SW triangle under cock thick yoke none round sides screwed clockwise absent

KW = key wind; SW = stem wind; B= barrel; C = center; EW = escape wheel; 4W = fourth wheel.
First occurrence bolded
* but very earliest examples, a triangle
** but very earliest examples, counterclockwise (Figure 5)
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Table 3. Nickel-finished Howard 1874 (G-size, Grade 4).

Feature Serial Date

Last known with dial plate train bridge 100571 1877

Last known crescent pallet bridge 100571 1877

First known yoke pallet bridge 101103 1878

First known thick plates 101103 1878

Last known counterclockwise RWR 101117 1878

First known clockwise RWR 101133 1878

Last known square-headed center arbor 101229 1879/80

First known round-headed center arbor 101394 1882/83

Last known dial screws through bridge 101248 1880/81

First known dial screws on side of dial plate 101394 1882/83

Last known with barrel arbor cup 101534 1883

Last known flat BSS on bridge 102807 1887/88

First known round BSS under cock 103042 1888

BSS = Balance-spring stud; RWR = Reed’s whiplash regulator

different forms are known. The earliest one (Type 1) 
began to be finished for sale at the very beginning of 1874 
and continued to be finished for sale until the latter half 
of 1877 (although actual sales may have continued for 
some time after that). The second model (Type 2) started 
to be finished for sale at the end of 1877 or in early 1878 
and continued to be finished at the factory until 1895 or 
beyond. Actual sales probably continued into the early 
years of the 20th century.

The different models (Table 2) of the E. Howard ladies’ 
G-size watch movements are described here.

G-Size, Type 1
(Figures 4, 7–8) 

The first ladies’ G-size movement is a thin-plate 
movement that is 4.6 mm in total thickness (not including 
the dial). On the dial side of the pillar plate there is a dial 
plate train bridge for the lower train, escapement, and 
lever jewels and a dial plate cock for the lower balance 
hole jewel and cap jewel. The compensated balance is 
bimetallic, with about eight screws on each side (Figure 
3D). The balance spring free end is fixed with a pin 
through a collet on a long stud attached to the bridge, as 
was standard on all E. Howard movements at that time. 
The lever (fork) is supported by a cock (screwed at one 
end) (Figure 10A). There is a steel barrel arbor cup, and 
the center arbor has a square head together with a collar 
as protection against slipping of the key during hand 
setting and this is retained in early stem-set movements. 
The barrel is provided with wolf teeth. The hole jewels 
for the dial-side balance wheel, escapement, and train 
wheel pivots are spun into a separate train bridge screwed 
to the dial plate (Figure 11). The dial is retained by two 
thick-headed screws through the bridge (at 12.0 and 36.0) 
that fit into threaded feet on the dial (Figure 12). The dial 
has three feet at 12.0 (threaded), 36.0 (threaded), and 
53.5 (plain). The first and last known occurrences of the 
various features in Type 1 movements are given in Table 3.

The movement was produced in both key-wind (Type 1) 
and stem-wind (Type 2) configurations. This first G-size 
design (Type 1) continued to serial number 101100. 

Howard’s dedication to selling only watches that reached 
his high standard of perfection is clearly demonstrated by 
the large number (more than 10%) of ladies’ G-size Type 
1 movements that were destroyed and therefore never 
reached the market (Table 4).

Type 1A Key Wind 
(Figures 4, 7)

Two hundred key-wind movements may have been 
planned, but only 80, perhaps fewer, were actually 
marketed. Numbers 100061–100070 and 100091–100200 

Figure 9. E. Howard ladies’ G-size stem-wind movements.  
Top: Type 2A, No. 101117; Bottom: Type 2B, No. 101533.  
AUTHOR’S PHOTOS.
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were destroyed or never made (Table 4). According to 
Geller,7 the batch of 10, 100071–100080, may have 
included some stem-wind movements, but no reference for 
this statement is given.

Type 1B Stem Wind 
(Figures 8, 13)

Of the 1,100 stem-wind movements that were allocated 
serial numbers in this first type, many are listed as 
destroyed (Table 4). For the last 200 allocated serials, 
no Howard finishing or sales data are available. 
Furthermore, not one example from the last 200 serial 
numbers has been found in the present study. It seems 
probable that the last 200 serials were not used and that 
a total of only 363 were sold (Table 4). The earliest Type 
2 movements (at least up to 100206) retained the collar 
around the square-ended center arbor and the pushed-in 
2nd and 3rd wheel train jewels (Figure 8, top). In later 
Type 2 movements (Figure 8, bottom), the collar around 
the center arbor was dispensed with and the 2nd and 3rd 
wheel jewel were screwed-in settings.

The Type 1B movements are set by means of a rocking 
bar (Figure 11B) that is most similar to that shown in the 

patent papers of Howard in 1868. One example has been 
found (No. 100205) that has the sliding triangle employed 
on the Type 2 movements. It seems unlikely that Howard 
would have used the sliding triangle on the first stem-
wind movements, changed to the rocking bar, and then 
later returned to the sliding triangle. It is probable that 
No. 100205 was a leftover ébauche drawn from stock at a 
later date and fitted with the sliding triangle.

G-Size, Type 2
(Figures 9, 13)

In January 1878 a new design (Type 2) was introduced to 
the market and was allocated a serial block commencing 
at 101101. It incorporated several design features to 
improve the operation and servicing of the movement. It 
is thicker than the earlier model, with a total thickness of 
5.4 mm. The thicker pillar plate (Figure 3A) obviated the 
need for both the train bridge plate (also called a “false 
plate” by Geller) and the lever cock that had been fitted to 
the earlier thin plate Type 1, because the lower train jewels 
and lever pivot jewels could now be fitted directly into the 
thicker dial plate. The crescent-shaped lever cock for the 
upper lever jewels (ring jewel plus cap jewel) of the earlier 

Figure 10. E. Howard ladies’ G-size movements. Levers and lever 
bridges and cocks: A. lever cock (crescent); B. lever bridge (yoke); 
C. lever; D. escape wheel. AUTHOR’S PHOTOS.

Figure 11. E. Howard ladies’ G-size stem-wind movements, pillar 
plates, under dial: A. Type 1B, No. 100205; B. Type 1B, No. 100571; C. 
Type 2A, No. 101117; D. Type 2B, No. 102705; E. side view of thin plate 
movement; F. side view of thick plate movement. AUTHOR’S PHOTOS.
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movement was replaced with a bridge (screwed at both 
ends) in a “yoke” shape (Figure 10B). This was designed 
to allow the pallet lever to bank directly off the sides of the 
pallet bridge (Figure 10C). The barrel teeth were changed 
from wolf teeth to plain teeth. The formerly spun-in upper 
jewels for the 4th wheel and escape wheel were given 
screw-down mounts. This, according to Geller,8 probably 
made replacement of damaged jewels easier without 
scarring of the plate. The rocking bar setting mechanism 
of Type 1 movements was replaced by a sliding triangle 
mechanism. Although the dial was initially retained with 
screws through the bridge (later replaced with screws 
through the side of the dial plate), these had thicker heads 
than those used on the Type 1. The dial feet were no longer 
threaded (Figure 12D).

Model 1874 Type 2A 
(Figure 9A)

Apart from the use of thicker plates and a modified 
escapement, the Type 2A movements retained many of 
the features of the Type 1 thin plate design, including a 
balance spring with the free end fixed with a pin through 
a collet on a long stud attached to the bridge, a steel 
barrel arbor cup, a square-headed center arbor, and a dial 
retained by screws though the bridge. 

Model 1874 Type 2B 
(Figure 9B)

In the Type 2B movements introduced around 1878, 
the dial-retaining screws that had previously been fixed 
through the bridge were moved to the sides of the dial 
plate. The dial feet were therefore no longer threaded. 
The barrel and center arbor heads became round. In 
the Type 2B movements, the George Reed-patented 
whiplash regulator was reversed from a counterclockwise 
direction to a clockwise direction. This change was 
necessitated by the contemporaneous change in hunting 
case construction from offset hinges to parallel hinges so 
that the adjusting screw of the Reed’s regulator could be 
accessed without removing the movement from the case.9

Model 1874 Type 2C 
(Figure 13A)

In the Type 2C movements, the barrel arbor cup was 
removed. It occasionally appeared on some (but not all) 
nickel movements for several years later, probably because 
it gave a better cosmetic appearance to the movement. 

Table 4. Numbers of 1874 (G-size) Howard ladies’ Type 1  
movements marketed.

Serial Wind Destroyed Marketed

100001 – 100060 KW 0 60

100061 – 100070 KW 10 0

100071 – 100080 KW 0 10

100081 – 100090 KW 0 10

100091 – 100200 KW 110 0

100201 – 100250 SW 1 49

100251 – 100290 SW 2 38

100291 – 100350 SW 1 59

100351 – 100400 SW 2 48

100401 – 100410 SW 0 10

100411 – 100430 SW 20 0

100431 – 100440 SW 1 9

100441 – 100450 SW 10? 0

100451 – 100480 SW 0? 10

100481 – 100500 SW 20 0

100501 – 100530 SW 0 30

100531 – 100550 SW 20 0

100551 – 100580 SW 0 30

100581 – 100900 SW 320 0

100901 – 101100 SW 200? 0?

TOTAL 517 363

Figure 12. E. Howard ladies’ G-size movements, dial undersides. Key 
wind: A. No. 100006, B. No. 100024; Stem wind: C. thin model No. 
100208, D. thick model No. 101272. AUTHOR’S PHOTOS.
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Model 1874 Type 2D 
(Figure 13B)

In the Type 2D movements, the long hairspring stud 
attached to the bridge was replaced by a small, round 
stud situated under the balance cock. 

Dials of E. Howard Ladies’ Movements
The earliest G-size movements had script-style 
inscriptions either in one line (Geller10 Type 3; Figure 
14A) or in two lines with “Boston” on the second line 
(Geller Type 4; Figure 14B). Later dials had print-style 
inscriptions also in either one line (Geller Type 5; Figure 
14C) or two lines (Geller Type 2; Figure 14D). Black 
dials with the Geller Type 2 inscription (Figure 14F) are 
rarely found. Conversion dials without a second bit for 
open-face cases were also made, and some of these have 
been found with the signature of Josiah Moorhouse, 
a well-known Howard dial maker. Some signed dials 
were dated as well. Fancy gold-embellished dials with 
curved inscriptions (Figure 14E) were aftermarket 
items purchased outside the factory. The first hundred 
lot of KW movements shows extensive variation in dial 
signature styles, several of which may be unique. A 

unique dial on movement No. 100003, which curiously 
carries the 2-4-68 patent date, is shown in Geller’s A 
Study of E. Howard & Co. Watchmaking Innovations 
1858–1875.11 

Hands
Hands used on G-size movements were almost exclusively 
umbrella style (Figure 14E). Hands with mother-of-pearl 
inserts can occasionally be found (Figure 14F).

Cases of E. Howard Ladies’ Movements
G-size movements were housed in gold hunter 
cases. Some, as mentioned earlier (Figure 1), were in 
extravagantly ornate cases, while some were plain with 
the owner’s initials. Cases can be found with “E. H. & 
Co.” either embossed or incused. They were made by the 
known casemakers for E. Howard, including Levison 
Brothers of San Francisco (L.B.), Oppenheimer Brothers 
& Veith (O.B.& V), Lundgren & Bell (L.B.), Englehart & 
Son, Geo. R. Shrive and Henry Bohm, Denver Co. 

Conclusion 
The E. Howard G-size movement was the only mass-
produced Howard watch movement made with a lever 
setting (although it was also used on the small-run 
Prescott’s and Eustis movements) and the first mass-
produced ladies’ pocket watch movement made by the 
company (although an earlier ladies’ size movement, 
the I-size, had been made in a short run of 100 as early 
as 1863). The G-size movement commenced production 
with the option of a key-wind or stem-wind version, but 
the key-wind alternative was terminated after only 100 
had been produced. The stem-wind version continued 
in production with various constructional changes 
until 1893, by which time more than 4,500 had been 
manufactured. The most significant change during its 
manufacturing history was the change from thin to thick 
plates in 1877 at serial number No. 101101.
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Figure 14. E. Howard 
ladies’ G-size movements, 
dials: A. Early date, single 
line, script-style logo, 
lacking the word “Boston”; 
B. Early date, double line, 
script-style logo, with 
the word “Boston”; C. 
Intermediate date, single 
line, printed-style logo, 
lacking the word “Boston”; 
D. Late date, double line, 
printed-style logo, with 
the word “Boston”; E. 
Fancy dial with curved, 
double line, printed-style 
logo (purchased outside 
the factory); F. Black dial. 
AUTHOR’S PHOTOS.
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